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Learning Web Design: A Beginner's Guide to HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Web GraphicsO'Reilly, 2018

	
		Do you want to build web pages but have no prior experience? This friendly guide is the perfect place to start. You’ll begin at square one, learning how the web and web pages work, and then steadily build from there. By the end of the book, you’ll have the skills to create a simple site with multicolumn pages that adapt...



		

Designing SVG Web GraphicsNew Riders Publishing, 2001
Scalable Vector Graphics is a dynamic 2D graphics format that  enables designers to create graphics elements using XML. The unique  functionality of SVG to render visual elements is creating new graphics horizons  for design on the internet.

Designing SVG Web Graphics...


		

Design Concepts with Code: An Approach for DevelopersApress, 2003
This book is all about getting developers to realize good, solid interface  design for their products by considering a reasonable set of design axioms.  Design Concepts with Code: An Approach for Developers shows how you can  create design through code by using technologies such as SVG, XHTML, XML, XSLT,  and XSL-FO. It explores how, by...






		

Photoshop 7 and Illustrator 10: Create Great Advanced GraphicsFriends of Ed, 2003

	This book will show you how to combine the power of Photoshop 7 and Illustrator 10 to take your creative and production skills to new heights. Find out the best way to use them in tandem, with a seamless workflow, for stunning results in your print and web output. The book looks at how the programs work together to help you create great...


		

HTML5 & CSS3 For The Real WorldSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		HTML5 and CSS3 for the Real World is your perfect introduction to the latest generation of web technologies. This easy-to-follow guide covers everything you need to know to get started today. You'll master the semantic markup available in HTML5, as well as how to use CSS3 to create amazing-looking websites without...



		

JavaScript Cookbook (Oreilly Cookbooks)O'Reilly, 2010

	
		Why reinvent the wheel every time you run into a problem with JavaScript? This cookbook is chock-full of code recipes that address common programming tasks, as well as techniques for building web apps that work in any browser. Just copy and paste the code samples into your project -- you’ll get the job done faster and learn...







		

Data Visualization with d3.jsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Mold your data into beautiful visualizations with d3.js


	Overview

	
		Build blocks of web visualizations
	
		Learn visualization with detailed walkthroughs
	
		Learn to use data more effectively
	
		Animate with d3.js
	
		Design good visualizations


...


		

Perl Graphics ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2002

	
		Graphics programmers aren't the only ones who need to be proficient with graphics. Web and applications programmers know that a dull web page can be quickly transformed into one that's interesting and lively with the use of well-planned graphics. And fortunately, you don't need the skills of a fulltime graphics programmer...



		

Painting the WebO'Reilly, 2008
Do you think that only professionals with expensive tools and years of experience can work with web graphics? This guide tosses that notion into the trash bin.
  
  Painting the Web is the first comprehensive book on web graphics to come along in years, and author Shelley Powers demonstrates how readers of any level can take...





		

Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in 21 DaysSams Publishing, 2002

	
		The aim of Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in 21 Days is to tutor the Web-literate novice JavaScripter through to a high level of competency in applying JavaScript to Web pages.

	
		In addition to core uses of client-side JavaScript, Sams Teach Yourself JavaScript in 21 Days also covers emerging topics such as...



		

RaphaelJS: Graphics and Visualization on the WebO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Create beautiful, interactive images on the Web with RaphaëlJS, the JavaScript library that lets you draw Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) right in the browser. With this concise guide, you’ll quickly learn how to paint the screen with shapes and colors that you can turn into lively, animated graphics and visualizations.
...


		

Instant Website Optimization for Retina Displays How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Learning simple techniques which will make your website look stunning on high-definition Retina Displays


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results
	
		Create high-resolution graphics for websites.
	
		Learn to create...
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